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Landuse, 
Environment and 

Rural Economy



Introductions



Reflections on Morning Session  

1. What feature/fact most interested you?

2. What feature/fact most concerned you?

3. What did you find most surprising?



Summary of Key Findings -



• Decreasing employment in farming

• Ongoing reductions in farm numbers

• Increasing value placed on the (agricultural) landscape

• Increasing recognition of farmers as stewards of the landscape

• Conservation, biodiversity and habitat management

• Importance of family farms to sustainability of rural communities

• Consideration of alternative business models

• Recognition that good environmental practice can also be good for 
business

• Development of “place based”  opportunities for business 
development

• Role of farmers and rural communities in supporting the environment 
as a “public good”; mitigation of climate change impacts?



Over to You… 

1.  Do you agree with the picture presented?

2. Do you disagree with anything and what do  
you disagree with?

3. Any additional comments or observations?   



Presentation by 

Patrick Casement
Chairman, Northern Ireland 

Environment Link  



The Glens of Antrim Resilient Farm Project 





What is a resilient landscape?

•‘In a resilient landscape, the diversity of life and the elements thrive together in co-evolution
and regeneration, resulting in an interconnected system that it is resistant to shock, 

and adaptive to change’



PROJECT AREA
Glendun
‘For community by community’ exercise which included resilient farm plans
as part of an overall action.

Concerns:  Loss of services, loss of younger generation = community decline
9 farmers/landowners
Total Hectares: 633.6 



Meeting farmers on their own terms

No judgement, no hidden agendas

To support communities we must
work in partnership. 
Farmers are the key partners:
they are the bedrock of rural communities –
socially, culturally, economically 
and environmentally.



Initial engagement with
local farming community 
through programme
of winter talks



Farming context

• Some of the highest average 
wind speeds in Europe

• High rainfall

• Compacted podzolised soils are 
common

• The majority of pasture is 
unimproved or old

• Predominantly sheep and beef 
farming producing store lambs, 
ewe lambs for breeding, and 
suckled calves. 

• Tourism is the fastest growing 
industry



Threats:

Increasing costs of production
Climate change (extremes)
Aging farming population
General decrease in farm incomes – double jobbing
Decline in rural services
Brexit uncertainties

Opportunities:
Niche markets
Other diversification opportunities
Opportunities from ‘New’ subsidy structure after BREXIT?



Aim: To use living solutions in the improvement of farm sustainability and resilience

Why?
• To improve farm sustainability
• To help sustain rural community resilience

Management changes
• Wind Shelter - Trees and hedges
• Water management - Trees and hedges
• Access - ease of management Trees and hedges
• Breed changes 
• Sward changes
• Diversification- Timber, tourism, etc. 



Understanding 
wind

A significant amount of 
research has been carried out 
on impacts of wind and 
temperature on farm animal 
survival and productivity.  

Wind impacts on productivity 
of pasture, crops and 
livestock!



Shelter: Mitigating the effect of wind

• Permeable object (hedge or tree 
line)

• Slows and serrates the wind.  

• The wind shadow can be 40 x the 
height of the hedge.  The wind 
remains more stable (clean) with 
fewer down drafts



Seasonality of Wind in The Glens of Antrim

• Main winds are 
north-westerly and 
south easterly

• However there are 
seasonal variations 
which have 
implications for 
farming :

e.g. lambing

WIND ROSE FOR BALLYPATRICK FOREST             
N.G.R: 3176E 4386N                     ALTITUDE:  156 metres a.m.s.l.
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Some examples : Wind and lambing 

WIND ROSE FOR BALLYPATRICK FOREST             
N.G.R: 3176E 4386N                     ALTITUDE:  156 metres a.m.s.l.

KNOTS
SEASON: MAR TO MAY
Period of data: Jan 2005 - Dec 2014       
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A hedge designed by farmers for farmers
‘The Pontbren Hedge’

This hedge has allowed farmers to lamb out and calve out.  
Rodger Dukes  “Slightly reduced pastures areas means more grazing”



Understanding water

• Water (usually too much!) has a serious impact on productivity 
of grassland.

• Water balance has impacts on pasture growth, length of 
season, parasite load etc.

• Overland flow of water is one of the main factors in loss of 
nutrients from farmland to water courses. 



Understanding Water :  
Glendun water movement map

• Scimap

• Erosion & Drainage 

Risk Map.

• Flooding is rarely 

an issue for a hill 

farmer, but water 

always is an issue





Impacts of Water

• Penetration of water under trees  6700% more effective than under grassland. 
• Strategic planting of largely native trees in mineral soils transfers water from high 

rainfall events into the deep soil, to be released more slowly over a longer time 
period. 

• Results: Increased grass growth, longer season, reduced habitat for fluke, 
reduction in nutrient loss from pasture to water courses. 



Wind and Rain: Finding the compromise



Soil and Pasture Management

General increases in fertilizers prices, declines in organic matter and

declines in minerals derived from soils to plants and animals causes increased 
farm costs.

Soil gives health and receives its health from ‘rock, weather and plants’

The underlying rock dictates  soil type, over lying vegetation impacts on 
organic matter



Soil Structure
A varied species mix can
1. Increase micronutrients in the forage
2. Increase the length of growing season
3. Significantly increase soil biomass content
4. Significantly increase water storage and water 

drainage (drainage is at least 7 times better)
5. Contains species with anti-parasitic properties)



Exploring other breeds

Farmers were provided with 
information on breeds that may
provide them with increased 
advantages:

• Ease of management

• Reduced concentrates

• Reduced soil compaction

• Niche and local markets 

• Local research

Examples:

• Glenarm Shorthorn

• DAERA research on sheep breeds

• The purpose of this is to open up 
options for farmers to consider. 



Farm diversification

Individual farmers were provided with specific information on diversification,
focusing on Tourism.



Wider benefits

• Biodiversity  Enhancement 

• Flood Alleviation

• Carbon sequestration (trees and pasture)

• Potential decrease in carbon footprint due to decrease in concentrates. 

• Forestry targets (timber production)

Ultimately helping to sustain rural communities



Issues addressed • Local
Farming sustainability
Timber production (hardwood and fuel)
Increased tourism
Improved quality of life (Health costs)
Empowerment  (Health and education)
Conservation, inland fisheries.
Site specific improvement for habitats/species

• Nationally
Flood attenuation
Increased employment
More and better quality timber
Sustainable agriculture
Thriving communities
Increased GDP 
National biodiversity targets

• Internationally
Carbon sequestration
Climate change
Conservation

Rural Communities can 
significantly add to the value 
of the landscape both 
physically and for wellbeing of 
all citizens through ‘resilience 
plans’ 

This will have significant 
‘down stream’ impacts on the 
whole country in a local 
national and  global context



Conclusion

‘NOT GUINEA PIGS

but

TRAIL BLAZERS’



“Delivering Our Future, Valuing Our Soils”
A Sustainable Agricultural Land Management Strategy for N. Ireland 



Group Discussion

1. What worked well for you?

2. What didn’t work so well for you?

3. What would you change or do differently?



Feedback from Individual 
Groups 



Key future considerations 
within the current RDP 



Workshop Review & Close



Thank You!


